
Healing the Light Body:  An Offering to the HIV/AIDS Community 
 

August 9th and 10th, 2007 
 
Hosted by  Foundry United Methodist Church, 1500 16th St NW, Wash. DC 

 

Part of the Evam Mingyur Ling Sacred Arts and Healing Sciences College 

 USA Healing and Blessing Tour July and August 2007 

 

The ancient texts of the Nyingma lineage of Tibetan Buddhism prophesize that future times would be marked 
by the arising of many diseases and maladies without name nor cure.  It is said that in these times, 
practitioners can rely on sacred skillful means which were hidden as treasures centuries ago, to relieve these 
modern sufferings both physical and mental and to gain ultimate liberation within this one lifetime. 
 

Lama Rangbar Nyima Ӧzer (Yugyal Tulku) and Amchi (Traditional Herbal Doctor) Sherab Tendzin are pleased 
to offer a precious share of these treasures to the HIV/AIDS community in Washington, DC as part of the 
Evam Mingyur Ling Sacred Arts and Healing Sciences College USA Healing and Blessing Tour.  During the 
healing tour, several special opportunities will be offered for the first time to participate in rare and profound 
healing rituals normally only performed in Asia.   
 

In the Tibetan understanding, HIV/AIDS is considered to be a "disease of the light body".  This does not ignore 
the effect on the physical body, but the treatment moves from this understanding.  Beneficial foods, 
blessings,  herbal "blessing substances" and powerful rituals are the skillful means used to access new levels 
of well-being.  In essence, the practices of Tibetan (Vajrayana) Buddhism all work by wisdom and compassion 
joined together in skillfull approaches to the heart and mind.  People can gain different levels of benefits 
ranging from mental peace to relief of ailments.  
 

As applied to HIV/AIDS, we are in fairly uncharted territory, and no medical claims are made.  These offerings 
are not intended as a substitute for standard medical care for any condition, and any medical questions should 
be directed to your licensed physician.  All are welcome at this event, and we request that you consider your 
participation carefully, as you alone are responsible for your well-being.  In fact, these practices are designed 
to empower you in meeting that responsibility.  Those who wish to proceed with this understanding are invited 
to join us in a rare opportunity to partake in these sacred healing practices. 
 

For more specific information about these offerings, please see www.HealingSciences.org.  For 
information about the local event or to pre-register, please contact Michael Goodwill at 
MEGoodwill@starpower.net or 301-728-6453.  Pre-registration is encouraged. 
 
 

Recognized as the activity emanation of the Yogi and Loppön, Tulku Chimed Yugyal of 
Rangnang Ogminling Dzogchenpa Monastery in Kham, Tibet, Lama Rangbar Nyima Ozer 
exemplifies the transfer of Eastern wisdom to Western mind, having absorbed these living 
traditions over the past three decades.  He is one of the few Westerners who can lucidly 
explain spiritual principles, based on direct experience and realization.  Lama Rangbar's 
root Guru is His Holiness Dunjom Rinpoche.  He has studied with His Holiness Chadral 
Sangye Dorje Rinpoche, His Holiness Trulshig Rinpoche, His Holiness Shenphen Dawa 
Rinpoche, Karma Gyalpo Rinpoche, and Acharya Dawa Chodrak Rinpoche.  Currently, he 
is establishing the first “New Treasure” Buddhist Yoga retreat and spiritual practice center 
of its kind, Evam Mingyur Ling (The Place of Unchanging Great Bliss), in Nepal where he 
has lived for the past 17 years.   

One of our special members of Ngakdra Labrang is Amchi Sherab Tendzin.  
Amchi (Traditional Herbal Doctor) Sherab is in charge of sacred medicine and 
blessing substance production at Evam Mingyur Ling and for the Ngakdra 
Labrang community in Nepal and abroad. He carries several ancient medicine 
lineages, that he has absorbed over a period of over ten years from, among 
others, Dr. Trogawa Rinpoche his main teacher. 

http://www.healingsciences.org/


Thursday, August 9th, 6:00-9:30 pm 
Foundry United Methodist Church, 1500 16th St NW, Washington, DC 
 

From The Treasure of Traktung Dudjom Lingpa 

“Troma Nagmo, (The Black wrathful Mother) The Primordial Sun 
of Wisdom” 
“The Offering of One Hundred Hand Prints” 
 
All diseases, ailments and maladies occur due to conjunction of inner cause 
and outer conditions.  The inner causes come from a host of factors including 
the 5 poisons of mind, karmic debts and accumulation of negativity, negative 
patterns and habits.  By the offering “One hundred handprints”, Lamas 
performing the ceremonies are able to effect the paying back of all types of 
karmic debts of life, life force, flesh, happiness, dwellings, etc.  This ransom 
ritual will be performed by Lama Rangbar assisted by Amchi (Dr.) Sherab 
Tenzin for the first time in the USA.  Attendees should bring some coins, and 
small cut fragments of their clothing (and a small photo of the entire body) of 
those needing help who are unable to attend. 

 

Friday, August 10th, 6:00-9:30 pm 
Foundry United Methodist Church, 1500 16th St NW, Washington, DC 
 

“Ta Chak Kyung Sum” From the New Treasure of Dudjom  

Three Powerful and Wrathful Healing Deities, Hayagriva, Vajrapani and 
Garuda  “A Drop of Molten Meteoric Iron that Incinerates (Demonic Influences) 
Upon Touch” 
 
One of the most efficient and supremely wrathful conglomerate practices, 
Ta Chak Kyung Sum invokes Hayagriva (The Horse Headed Deity), 
Vajrapani (Tib. Chanak Dorje) and Garuda’s wisdom beings which allows 
the Lamas and practitioners to perform healing activities for beneficiaries. 
The resulting powerful blessings are well-suited for alleviating depression, 
removing strong obstacles, raising wind-horse, cleansing skin diseases as 
well as those caused by Nagas, seasonal diseases and those caused by 
pollution, ill-will, etc.  The ritual is best performed for those able to attend 
but people unable to be present can be represented by someone 
attending.  Special and Rare Garuda Blessing pills will also be distributed 
at this participatory practice session. 

  

A donation of $35 per participant per event is requested.   Although nobody will be turned away due to lack of 
funds, it is kind to consider representation of your connection and participation by contribution to the 
activities of the Lamas which go onto benefit others sustainably. Proceeds realized from the healing tour are 
dedicated to the development of the Evam Mingyur Ling Sacred Arts and Healing Science College in Nepal. 
 

The Evam Mingyur Ling Sacred Arts and Healing Sciences College is 
being established in Sankhu Vajrayogini, Nepal, to promote and preserve 
the sacred rituals, spiritual arts, and healing systems based on several 
millennia of experience and wisdom from Asia.  Many of these ancient 
treasures are in danger of becoming extinct due to the rapid 
homogenization of our planet’s cultures.  The overall goal of the college is 
to preserve these ancient systems by their integration into today’s society 
for the support of peace, prosperity and healing of our modern planet. The 
college will provide a profound  and durable framework for seminars, 
teaching events, apprenticeships, short and long term retreats, healing 

treatments for body, speech and mind, as well as ritual performance, sacred medicine  production, sacred 
dance, Feng Shui, astrology, sacred monument construction  and other arts and sciences.  The college will 
draw from both regional expertise as well as from masters of the various arts and sciences from around the 
world and spread awareness about sacred technologies by organizing international tour events. For further 
information about the college (called Ngakdra Labrang in Tibetan), please see: www.ngakpasociety.org 


